
Three Ring Circus 
or 

The magician's rings trick in a time continuum....off the cuff with kate

People have a hard time seeing simple with so much pre-running, built in system
conjecture having them at the edge of their seat to "up the ante', I know more"

ego interlopings.  While one can't expect anyone to sit and fully ponder what
you're really trying to share beyond their already preconceived notions of it, bit

bit bit, one chips away at the dig exposing old dinosaurs to knew bones.
Humanity basis it's time on a broken wheel, more like an egg really, with a 365.25

degree "circle" upon which they also base their math measuring round and
spherical things with things like "square" inches....square peg, round hole

dopomites. Take for example the very idea of a clock to allow for a start/stop
cycle of time which are simply continuous moments of now unfolding in a

naturally ordered way, for those with eyes to see that much. 

So we have the stop/ start, alpha/omega idea of CIRCULAR, not linear time. A
clear look at prime numbers/form presents the natural order where humanity's

genie-oID's only see the dots of creation, never connecting them into proper form
of rhyme in perfect balance with reason. They're always looking for reasons to

prove their broken clocks and math right never looking at the fundamental
sources of what theirs and your reality are built on. In the simplest terms,

creation built a deliberately broken clock where only those seeking truth would
actually know what time it really is. An Alpha/Omega clock of creation must also
have this "turning point" to limit chaos into a manageable, slightly out of balance

pendulum. It must have an ABSOLUTE point at alpha AND omega which are, in
fact, the same points in the same place at two different points of time and space
in a perfect mirror of itself. Think about it this way; how do you know there's a
beginning or an end without creating one YET allow creation to exist AFTER the
Omega point is returned to the original alpha point? Easy, create two equal and
opposite same/different realities with one being evil set at an absolute, evil or
hell enough to really get the idea (yeah, we do) and enough of a heaven and

better things without getting lost in the delusions of this reality being one or the
other but is actually both.

The game here is not to get trapped into thinking this reality is completely one or
the other but is actually both a heaven that could be so much better and a hell I

can't imagine being any worse balance. That's where you'll find the rhyme/reason
fulcrum where it's not such a swing, if at all, to either side too much anymore.

Just enough to keep you on track and moving forward or backwards, depending



on one's choice of good or evil. That part is pretty black and white in this reality,
what's not so black and whiter is where people think evil stops and good begins.
Absolute good is truth at all costs, absolute evil, lies at any price. Where one can
accept any form of evil which is killing of consciousness and consuming it or not
or being involved with that for ANY price falls into the evil category, as much as a

defending ego says otherwise. Killing or being a part of it in ANY way has you
knowingly or unknowingly involved and why we must take the time to measure

ourselves where those that commit evil are merely your measuring board for
what you will not do. This clock of wishy-washy is quickly running out.

People may ask why there is such a preponderance to evil and why there are so
many that go along with all things murderous be it for flag, religion, money or

politics, where all are merely one symptom of the overall cause which is evil, aka
dark prince, a pall I tease....the pale of water is bitter with lies and they drink
deeply from that well of souls. Where ultimately, truth and creation always
prevails, a certain off balance would be required if creation were to exist in

perfect natural order where chaos is ordered, requiring only a bride-all for the
bride-groom. Rhyme, feminine, in perfect balance with reason, masculine. The
scales are always heavier on the evil side but then dwarf stars are far less dense
than a neutron star which is what the singularity of consciousness is...a whole-e
(all of consciousness mirrored, e = 9 in mirror) trinity of herself, himself, itself as

one in each that choose truth over evil. In this manner, the heaven/hell "war" can
be "fought" in incrementally larger arenas to build the stairway to this perfectly
ordered heaven with those that choose evil go the opposite way. The demons

descending and saints ascending depending on which ANGLE they lean/lien; to
the right, straight up, stand up for what's right being or the left behind, fallen L.A.

lost angel-ese, needing man's law to dictate what should be known already in
one's heart.  Evil is always given the appearance of the upper hand to offer

CONTRAST between good and evil and the choices we make where those that get
off on harming others are inherently evil and obviously so. 

It gives evil the illusion that it can win and get all the goodies without
accountability because their master is the whore of Babylon itself. Evil that knows

right from wrong and still does it AND puts itself in a position to claim to be the
law while using it to satisfy the blood lusts is evil manifest but there's a catch. It

catches up with you and it's about to catch up with all those that commit evil and
those associated with it. Tic tok so little clock, too busy thinking with the little

cock. Truth and life conquers all and it would be pointless for creation to create a
reality where it would or could be destroyed. That's the original paradox of chaos

vs perfect order/sanity, to bring that under control. Evil is the delusion and the



insanity and only the delusional and insane that serve evil would ponder such an
insane scenario. To achieve the contrast, all creation would have to do is set up

the illusion that that could be possible I term the "lingering doubt" where
standing in truth is always the right thing but this reality reacts in the opposite

way. This is the true test of life where life itself, not anything attached to "you" is
the primal focus again and where things get very clear, very quickly. Then you find

songwriters like me writing quantum theory that actually makes sense in a
kindergarten sort of way. Truth works EXACTLY like this. 

Now, picture creation in 3 rings, interlocked and overlapped with you, the ring
master. Where the magicians rings can separate, creations can't and it's the

magicians own broken rings that separate the two realities completely, once and
for all. For those paying close attention to concepts versus bouncing balls in

videos, one can see quickly, 3 distinct colours....namely the red (ka-X-N/A, spirit of
life now/not applicable depend-ink/deep-end-Tink on choice of lies vs truth), the

blue kachinga (bloo bloo-I.D's vs divine masculine intent) and the white. When
you collate the colours, countries and concepts together, this world makes perfect

sense such as the red, white and blue and the green, white and orange (which
should be gold for Ireland, not orange but then that explains the orangemen from
the red, white and bloo onion jacks.; India and Ireland, east and west corrupted,

double cross perfect quad mirror). In the grandest scheme, the white must be
blended into each of the dark red and dark blue to bring them into balance where
the extreme cold (dark blue) and the extreme heat (dark red) are each a separate

version of hell, equally hellful, and in both cases, both burn into zero
consciousness that is pointless. Equilibrium is achieved at zero point, not zero

pointless. The point of consuming life then? Yup, pointless and in absolute
defiance of creation and all that is.

So, in short, a finite clock of alpha/omega must have a pivot, a start AND a stop
point absolute to set the parameters of good and evil first. An experience is not

an experience without the contrast of these two polar opposites, no sense of
spatial anything really if there is nothing to achieve a measurable difference

which is simply, contrast. With a start stop absolute in place BEFORE the "game"
could get out of control, creation in balance is achievable and with all evil

destroyed; double whammy with a double cross. Once over to find all mistakes
collected AND destroyed when we cross back. In a sense building a ladder, rung

by rung of the most manageable level of evil, one baby step at a time with all
things culminating here and now where this is evil's last pass which is actually a
fail. Once you have brought the white/peace into your reds and blues, the true
child of creation presents itself but then you'll only get to see that with enough



truth under your belt and really, all it takes is the choice and the doing moving
lock step. Words are counter-destructive if spoken and not walked in where the
language of sound (words/speak/write) and the language of light (seeing what

you do in contrast or unison with sound) must match, relentlessly. After all,
there's not much point debating the safety of standing between a bear cub and

its mother Kodiak where the outcome is quite obvious. I'm that Mama bear when
it comes to life and truth for all where all deceivers are called loudly into the light,
not to seek vengeance for that belongs to creation (creation destroys all it deems
unsuitable for and to life immortal), where your clock is already set to zero point

without the need to keep watching the clock or over your shoulder.

This is your three ringed circus to culminate in your own balance or be destroyed,
blinded by your evil ways regardless of the damnation's you scream in protest for
the wont of merely looking. Was it so hard to read an essay, ponder a new idea?

Was it so hard to see where one kills life in the most menial tasks like popping
through a burger joint? Those are the flame red death eaters with the ice cold

blue slushies screaming about rights and life where the rights and life of
consciousness are nothing more than a tasty gut fill where the donor life didn't
know what hit them; neither will you, for a while. That one builds up to a fitting

conclusion of a perfect heaven or hell for the measure of deeds enacted
knowingly or truly innocent ignorance. 

Hell's Three ringed BAR-NUMB and BA'AL-E circus is under the big top right now
as heaven grinds the filth off the film of life; this is the end of the trailer. Both

versions of absolute opposite movies are clear cut and absolute. All you have to
decide is what movie are you caste-sting or Ka's-tink in? Here's the biggest hint of

all; if you think you're a legal name/ID-entity and refuse to cast it off right now
and walk in the right direction ???(note: canyon jump wasn't demanded, just

baby steps, lots of folks to help you)....Well, you'll likely be an extra rare in Satan's
BAR-Be-cued Rib fest. Personally, I don't give a royal fuck what people make of
that where it's the truth, plain and simple; you cannot be all perspectives when
you're selfishly stuck in your own little ID-dent-titty. When one walks in truth,

diligently and relentlessly, one is serving all that is where god is truth, not some
personified idol bearing a cock and balls forever stuck in a dick measuring whore-

fest war-fest.

The three rings balanced become the one ring, the true wedding band where one
has defied the three blind monkey mice where they see and hear evil, say and do

nothing while I run around with a carving knife cutting off all their tales before
they even get star-dead. There are many with the carving knife that slays the
dragon before it opens its mouth. It's called legal name fraud and the monkey



mice know this now, deeply saturated in this beast now where the mere
utterance of this knowledge has them running. That or just tell them you were
talking to kate of gaia, same effect, their masters know and fear me well. This is
the bridge that all must cross if they are to gain the eyes to see, effectively, the
holy grail. The journey of you can only begin when you know what isn't you first
going right back to that contrast thing. Do you dare adjust your own mirrors 180

degrees to focus inwardly first? Do you dare decide that you have been and
maybe still are one of the countless points of agreement creating this hell or is
that not your department? The truth will measure itself within you only to the

degree that you are willing to accept part, like myself, of the 100% responsibility
to create heaven or hell, create life or consume it. The ones who choose 100% are
the ones that find their way home because they understand what all really is and
to be part of all life, one must serve life where fools only serve death and that's

on death row/ death throes/death throws/death rose etc. as i recall. 

Creation already has a story where most think they can re-write it to erase the
same evil they continue with. There's no erasure left on their pencil where

creation erases them forever. This figure eight dance of the wheel within the
wheel within the wheel where the zero point is where the two ends of the eight
separate where the liar broke his ring and left a crack in it. The last dance of the

rings is here, playing out in full cinema show in the heavens for those with eyes to
see versus chasing the balls around asking "what is it?" and "why?" etc. inserting

their secular singular, one religion/program point of view. It's a little hard to
connect two pearls on a string if one is only seeing the one they're programmed
from birth with. Alas, tis the problem with the combat ego in Stock-hold'em Sin-
Drome juxtaposed worlds. They just can't learn neu-trix these mine!-no!-tores in
two's by two's and trying to climb through their jungle of mental cobras, weasels,
hyenas, jackals and fruitbats where Jew-mange-e is their kinda shithole. And all I

ever do is ask you to look. Just look. See for yourself. The old adage of here's what
you've been looking for in the oddest place, where I get all manner of filth slung
at me. It's really quite hilarious. It's like...."here's your immortal soul in heaven if

you want it" paraphrased in "look at this factual knowledge, proven thing" i.e.
"just have a look and see" with a real quick "fuck off and die cunt!" from a
standardized and programmed reactive troll. I see them more as reflex and

reaction self-monitors. Funny these days, only laughter with those with the sad
realization of the damage they cause to others. 

And really, how does one convey the sudden and complete attainment of what
the ancients strove for, and share that in a way that an insane, for the most part,
reality can come to terms with? You're a bit stuck out on a limb with that one so



you breathe and do what always came natural anyway. Things like writing and
digging even deeper into the zero point now lain bare for hungry eyes to wonder

at and a mind racing to bring it all into view, where one day....there it is. The
rhyme and reason merge smoothly into view and creation shows itself in ways far
too unimaginable to describe but then hey, I was there and saw/experienced that
so opinions on the matter fall to the floor like so much bad footage on the cutting

room floor of the bottomless pit; wherever that goes. No, not really able to say
much more on that but what I can say is this. If you're seeking that holy grail, you
know there's something better than this world, this whole legal name fraud thing

you might glaze over on is the key to the closet where the grail sits waiting for
you. Again, it's as simple as look. I wrote the essays, did the shows, walked the

talk and talked the walk every step of the way. I kept my diary for all to read and
those that read the diary inherit the dowry of the bride, groom awaits. In the

meantime, I'll pop notes like this up to encourage all to just do your best, turn to
life, not away from it in EVERYTHING and thought you do. I know many that have
opened that closet and still refused to hold the grail high while I also know others

that grabbed that cup of truth with both hands and drank deeply. Truth is the
antidote for the poisons of evil's cup that has you sleeping. Well Sleeping Beauty?

You have to find your Prince within, the one that stands to protect the child
within regardless of what physical gender you "think" you are where both aspects
of male/father and female/mother come into bear to protect the child/immortal

life within. A house divided against itself will fall so bring those into view and
balance quickly.

My only role now is to be there and to keep getting the word out as required. The
veil that evil hides behind to justify any and all evil is the legal name and why only

demons use them to protect themselves from truth. In their world you can
actually get away with murder and get well paid for it....right Chief?....right
General?....right officer?....right judge?....etc. This one truth nails all these

vampires in their coffins where creation finally has a chance to step in for you and
step in creation does. That one you'll have to see for yourself as well as soon as

you learn to trust the truth versus someone else's interpretation of this delusional
paper doll fiction-land suuuuure-reality or was that suuuurety?....either way, yer a
dead zombie walking meatghost stuck in the pay-per sea, pay-per-due, paper-me,
papered view. It's time to don the top hat and be the ringmaster of your reality or

let these clowns devour you. Send in the clowns in-dead. Anyway, just a few of
my ramblings in the ever flowing stream of things I find myself in these days. Stay
the couer-se'.  Follow the heart only and just be the nicest thing that happened to

someone new today. In that light however, you'll also look like the nastiest cunt
around, like me, to lots of folks too but hey....fuck'em.....cutting room floor exits



to the left behind door, sorry I bothered to love you is the biggest guilt you'll have
to bear...sure beats the alter-knot-I've eh?......stand.....kate


